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Abstract--The melhod of consensus taking has been used Io develop a program m PROLOG for the 
symbohc omputatmn of the prime implicants and all the minimal sums fc, r a Boolean expressmn g~en 
m a sum-of-product form. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this article we present a code in PROLOG for symbolic computation of the prime implicants 
and all possible minimal sums of a Boolean sum-of-product expression by the method of consensus 
taking. Here a set of literals in a gi,~en expression is mapped to another set or subsets of literals, 
nameb the goal set. under a recursi~e application of a known set of rules. The rules used for 
generating the prime implicants and the minimal sums are primarily the rules of consensus taking, 
deletion of superfluous products and lbrmation of complete forms as described in all standard 
monographs in the field [I, 2]. 
A sum-of-product expression of the form 
E = x 1' ' + t l 'Z + x ' i 'z  , 
is regarded in the article as a PROLOG set of subsets or a list as tbllows 
[[x, nl.r 1], [x, .r, :1, [n(x l, y, n(z Ill. (2) 
where n(y) stands for the negation Icomplement) y'  of v. 
Here a typical subset such as [n(x ), y, ritz I] is a representation (a list) of products like x vz '. The 
entire set of subsets (2) represents a sum of fundamental products like expression (I). For the sake 
of easier understanding of the PROLOG implementation Boolean.pro in Section 3, a brief survey 
of these rules is presented in the next section. The programming style of Clocksin and Mellish [3] 
has been adapted in general. 
The code given in Section 3 was written in UNH 1.3 Version on a Vax II 780. To invoke the 
program type, after the PROLOG prompt "'?", 
"~ - qa .  
When the read prompt appears on the screen, type the Boolean expression under double quote i") 
(upper case) followed by a dot. For example, the expression E in expression (I) is entered in the 
following way: 
: "'XI" + XI'2' + X'T2""  (3) 
The double quote converts the expression to a list of ASCII codes and the predicate called set 
(E, [ ], E l )  in the PROLOG implementation converts the expression E in expression (3) to the 
corresponding form E1 in expression (I,2j, ignoring the blanks that may appear in typing 
expression (3). Thereafter the code proceeds with its predicates in sequence to attain the goal. The 
major predicates will be discussed in the next section. In Section 4, a number of examples are 
presented. 
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2. RULES AND PREDICATES 
The materials presented in this section follow closely those given in the monographs of Birkhoff 
and Bartee [11 and Lipschutz [2]. 
In Boolean logic a product xv of literals x and v means "'x and v'" ~ here x and v stand for some 
logical variables. Similarly x + v ~ould mean "'x or v". The algebraic manipulations are guided 
b.~ the rules x . .v '  =0  and x + x '= I. DeMorgan's law plus the standard commutativity, 
associati~ity and distributive laws. 
E~er,, product, such as x'vz' in expression (1'1. in a Boolean expression E logically implies E. 
Theret\-~re a product Q in E ~hich contains another product P (for example, P = xy'z, Q = xv'zt ) 
is actually superfluous and ma} be deleted from the expression E at the ~ery start as well as in 
all subsequent computations of the consensus. This leads to the following rule. 
Rzde I (absorption law) 
Delete an} fundamental product Q in E which includes any other fundamental product P in E. 
This is accomplished by the predicate absorb(A,[ ],.41 which contains the predicates 
del(Q, E, El)  and del if(Q, E). For a given product Q in E, del(Q, E, El ~ deletes Q from E to form 
a new expression El b.~ recursive searching through E, ~hereas del_if(Q, E) checks if the product 
Q contains another product of E. 
Expression ( I ~ for E is a standard sum-of-product form in the sense that terms like (x + y') '  
should not appear explicitly in E. Such terms are simplified (by DeMorgan's law) to the standard 
form before consensus taking. Each product in E is then called a fundamental product. A 
fundamental product P in E is called a prime implicant of E if a product obtained by deleting any 
of the literals in P does no longer imply E. As mentioned earlier, we shall adapt the method of 
consensus taking [I. Chap. 6: 2, Chap. 8] to compute the prime implicants. 
The consensus R of two fundamental products P = xA and Q = x 'B is defined by R = .,lB, where 
.-1 and B do not form a consensus, that is, negation of an element contained in one of .4 or B, is 
not contained in the other. Otherwise the consensus is not defined. The predicate consensus 
(P,Q, R) 3ields such a consensus. For example, it returns the consensus R of the products 
P = [v, nLv I, -] and Q = Lo, .v, t, z] in the set notation (i.e. xv'z and p.vtz in standard notationj as 
R = [x,p. t. z]. The method of consensus taking [I, 2] is summarized in the following rules. 
Rule 2 
For a given product P in E, add to E the consensus R of P with an3 other product Q in E to 
form a new expression EI  (which is obviously logically equivalent to El, and appl.~ the absorption 
law (Rule I) to El .  Repeat the procedure for other products in E to obtain the expression E2. 
E2 however may not be in the prime form. The prime form is obtained when above Rule 2 
terminates, i.e. when EI = E2. We therefore arrive at the following continuation of Rule 2. 
Ruh' 2 
Recur Rule 2 on E2 until EI = E2. 
There is a fundamental theorem in Boolean algebra, which confirms Rule 2', i.e. Rule 2 will 
e~ entuall.v stop. 
This is essentiall 3 the algorithm for finding the prime implicants. In the code Boolean.pro the 
predicate consor (P. E, E, El) forms all the consensus of a particular product P in E, adds the 
consensus to E, applies the absorption law to construct he new expression EI as dictated by Rule 
2. The predicates prm_implicants(E, l )  and prm([ ], E, E. El') in the code accomplishes the goal 
aimed b5 Rule 2' and is self explanatory. 
Several examples, taken from Ref. [2]. with varied degree of complexities are presented in 
Section 4. 
The other purpose of this paper is to supplement the code with a program to find all the minimal 
sum-of-products for a given Boolean expression, A sum-of-product form is called minimal for E 
if there is no simpler form (i.e. with fewer literals) which implies E. 
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The first step towards deriving such a minimal sum is to convert each of the products in the set 
of prime implicants E1 to their respective complete forms and then delete some of the prime 
implicants from EI as superfluous, as explained below. 
Let E be an expression with n variables and let P be a prime implicant with m xariables, The 
complete form of P is obtained by multiplying P with n - m factors of the form 
(.r + .v ')( y + y ' )  . . . .  
where the ~ariables .x,y, . . . .  are absent in P. Thus the complete form of a product z t in an 
expression E in four variables x, t',z. t would be 
- ' t (x  + . v ' ) (y  + r ' )  = (-'t.v -I- - / . v ' ) (y  + y ' )  
----- 2' l .vv --I- 2 ' I x  v + 2 l.vt" + 2 ' lx 'v ' .  
In the corresponding set notation, this complete l-otto is given b 3 
[[n ( -  ~, t, .r, y J, [n I -  ), t. n Ix  I..t']. [n ~- ). t. x, n ( t' )]. [ ,  I-- ). t. t~ ( x ~, n l t' ~]]. 
The complete form for a particular prime implicant is computed according to the tree 
formation illustrated in Fig. I. the rules for complete forms and minimal sums are given 
below. 
Rule 3 
Form the set of all complete forms for the prime implicant in E. IAccording to Fig. I.) 
Rule 4 obviously terminates, at most to the prime form El of E, in which case El is itself a 
minimal sum. In PROLOG the complete forms are computed recursiveb according to the tree 
formation below. The predicate complt.formiP. Lr.  1"1 generates the complete form I" t-or a 
product P, where Lr  is the list of independent literals in E. This uses in turn the predicate 
proc([P]. M,/.'1), which implements the tree formation to obtain the complete form U I of P with 
M missing elements in P. The predicate set_of_complt_formsl El , Lr,  (,')is the set/;" of all complete 
forms corresponding to the prime implicants in El.  
The major predicates prog(E. /,', /.', t,'prm )and simplifylE, (_,', U, Em ), through the use of several 
other subprograms such as if_suprfls, check_if etc., accomplishes the final goal of generating the 
set of all possible minimal sums according to Rule 4. 
The predicate simplify( ) eliminates any prime element P if it is superfluous, i.e. if the products 
in a complete form of P appear in some other complete form contained in /,' and thereby generates 
a minimal sum Era. The elmination procedure can obviously be implemented in more than one wa3'. 
Elimination of a particular prime implicant, say P, results in a particular minimal sum. On the other 
hand, a different prime implicant Q may conform to elimination. Thus more than one minimal sum 
might result t-or a given prime set E. The corresponding search t-or multiple minimal sums is 
implemented b 3 the nested recursive procedure prog, where all possible minimal sums are stored 
in the set ~'prm of Boolean expressions. 
This is, in a nutshell, the algorithmic structure underl3ing the PROLOG program presented in 
the next section. It may be mentioned that the predicates like if_suprfls, set_member, etc., are 
z't 
Z~X Z' IX'  
Z~txy Z~txy ~ Z~tx~y Z~tx'y ~ 
Fig. I. An example of tree formation for generation the complete form of the product : t in an expression 
~=th four ]iterals 
( A.MV~ ~ tq2--F 
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essential for the searching procedure involved in this program. The familiar member(A. B) 
predicate will not identify [x, y] as a subset of [[a, b], [y, x]], but the predicate set_member will. The 
predicate if_surfls checks if a Boolean expression of the forms (2) or (3) is member (in the sense 
given in Rule 41 of the set of all complete forms. The reamining predicates are self explanator.~. 
The program has been supplemented with appropriate comments under the PROLOG syntax 
, . . . * . 
It may be noted that the above procedure calls for obvious extension to various other design 
problems. However, expert s>stems and symoblic omputation i voh'ing large recursions are often 
criticized for their inadequac~ in handling large data bases and complex structures. The situation 
is expected to improve drastically through the use of parallel computation. 
3. PROLOG Boolean.pro 
1, The PROLOG Boolean.pro computes the prime implicants and all the minimal 
sums for a given Boolean expression by the method of consensus. See text 
for further detail. */ 
/*== ....... =Begin by reading the input E and invoke the computation=========*/ 
qa:-nl,read(E),nl,set(E,[],Z),!, 
prm implioants(Z,P),nl,!,minimal_sum(P),nl. 
/*== ...... =convert input form to Prolog set :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: *I 
set([],A,[A]):-!. 
set([321S],Ns,Z):-set(S,Ns,Z),!. 
set([Ml[391R]],Ns,Z):-name(C,[X]),!,set(R,[n(C)INs],Z). 
set([431R],Ns,[NsIZ]):-set(R,[],Z). 
set([XIR],Ns,Z):-name(C,[M]),!,set(R,[CINs],Z). 
/*===Begin computation of prime implicant.=== * /  
prm implicants(E,S):-prm([],E,E,S). 
prm(_,A,[],A):-nl,write('prime implicants = '), 
format(',',A),nl,!. 
prm(Ns,E,[AIR],S):-consorb(A,E,R,Q),!, 
append(Ns,[A],Nsl), 
complement(O,Nsl,Rr),prm(Nsl,O,Rr,S). 
/* computes the prime *I 
/* implicants. *! 
consorb(_,A,[],A):-!. 
consorb(P,E,[SIR],O):-( (consensus(P,S,C),!, 
union(E,[C],F),absorb(F,F,D)) 
; D=E ),consorb(P,D,R,O). 
/* form concensus of P */ 
/* with all elements of *I 
/* E and absorb, form a */ 
1. new set Q, *I 
consensus(A,B,O):-cons(A,B,M),!,union(A,B,C), 
complement(C,Y,Q), 
not(cons(O,O,Z)). 
/* consensus 0 of the */ 
/* products A and B. *I 
n(X,Z):-( (X=n(Y),Z=y);Z=n(X) ),!. 
cons([],_,_):-fail. 
cons([AIY],B,[YlO]):-n(Y,Z),member(Z,X),!,O=[Z]. 
cons([YIA],B,O):-cons(A,B,O). 
I* impose (x')'=x *I 
I* check, if con- *I 
/* sensus exits *1 
absorb(A,[],A):-!. 
absorb(E,[HIR],F):-del(H,E,K),!,absorb(K,R,F). 
del(O,E,El):-(del_if(O,E),!,complement(E,[O],El)) 
; EI=E. 
del if(O,[]):-fail,!. 
/* delete from E */ 
/* products which con- */ 
I* rain any other . */ 
/*delete product O if*/ 
/kit contains another*/ 
del if(Q,[XIR]):-(Q\==X,subse~(X,Q)); del_if(O,R). /* product. */ 
/*========= End of computation of prime implicants.====== ...... = ..... = ........ */ 
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/*=========The following is an output  format===================================*/ 
format(A,[EllEZ]):-process(El),!,tab(1), 
((E2=[]);(write(A),tab(1),format(A,E2))). 
process(Y]):-!. 
process([n(P)IQ2]):-write(P),write( .... ),!,process(Q2). 
process([QllOZ]):-write(Q1),!,process(O2). 
/*=========End of Formatting===================================================*/ 
/*===== .... Begin computation of Minimal :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
minimal_sum(E):-e_var(E,Lv), 
set of complt_forms(E,Lv,U),!, 
prog(E,U,U,[]). 
set of complt_forms([],_,[]):-!. 
set of complt_forms([EIF],Lv,U):- 
complt form(E,Lv,V),!, 
append([V],W,U), 
set of complt forms(F,Lv,W). 
/* form the set U of sets of */ 
/* complete forms of E of set*/ 
/* Lv of independent literals.*/ 
e_var([],[]):-!. 
e_var([EiF],Lv):-p_var(E,U),!,e_var(F,V), 
unioniU,V,Lv). 
/* get the list Lv of */ 
/* variables of the set E. */ 
p_var([],[]):-!. 
p_var([n(X)IE],[XIU]):-p_var(E,U),!. 
p_var([XIE],[XIU]):-p_var(E,U),!. 
ccmplt_form(E,Lv,U):-p_var(E,L), 
complement(Lv,L,M), 
proc([E],M,Ul), 
append([E],Ui,U). 
proc([],_,[]). 
proc([EIF],[LIM],U):-(adjoin(E,L,W), 
append(W,V,Z), 
proc(F,[L],V) ),!, 
( (M=[],U=Z); proo(Z,M,U) ). 
/* get the list of vari- */ 
/* ables in a product E */ 
/* form the set of complete*/ 
/*form for a product E with*/ 
/* L variables tree forma- */ 
/* tion below in proc. */ 
/*procedure for computation*/ 
/*of a complete form for a */ 
/*given product E. */ 
adjoin(E,LI,Ue):-append(E,[Li],Sl), 
append(E,[n(Ll)]#S2), 
append([Sl],[S2],Ue). 
/*multiply a single product*/ 
/*E by (n(L1) + LI). L1 is */ 
/* missing variable in E. */ 
prog(_,[],_,_):-!. 
prog(E,R,U,Uprm):-simplify(E,U,R,S),!, 
check_if(E,S,Uprm,Uprml),!, 
~=[RIIR2].Droo(E.R2.U.UDrml). 
simplify(*,_,[],A). 
simplify(E,U,[RIO],S):- R=[G[H], 
complement(U#[R],Rr), 
if_suprfls(H,Rr),!, 
complement(E,[G],E2), 
simplify(E2,Rr,O,S). 
simplify(E,U,[R]O],S):- simplify(E,U,O,S),!. 
/* program prog generates */ 
/* multiple minimal sums. */ 
I* search for a particular *I 
/*minimal sum by S for E by*/ 
/*seaching through U accord-*/ 
/*ing to Rule 4. Eliminate G*/ 
/* superfluous from E. U is*/ 
/* preserved and [RJO] is*/ 
/* initially U . */ 
check_if(E,E,[],[]):-nl, /* check for minimal S and */ 
write('minimal sum = prime sum'),!,fail. /* print out. */ 
check if(E,S,U,U):-member(S,U);if_incld(S,U). 
check if(E,S,U,[SJU]):-nl,((U=[],write('min, sum = ')); 
(tab(8),write(' = ')) ),forma%('+',S),nl,!. 
if_suprfls([],_). 
if_suprfls(V,[])|-fail,V\==[]. 
if suprfls([VIIV2],T):-set_member(VI,T),!, 
if suprfls(V2,T). 
/*check if the elements of*/ 
/complete form V is sper- */ 
/*fluous for the set of set*/ 
/* complete forms T. *I 
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se~_member([], ). l* if a produc~ is *l 
se~_member(V,[]):-fail. I* a member of a form 
set member(V,[TllTZ]):-Tl=[XIK], 
( subset_set(V,K)l set member(V,T2) ). 
*I 
subseDset ( [ ] , ) .  I* if a product is a subse~ *l 
subset_se%<X,[]):-fail, l* another h i  
subset_set(X,[KIL]):- subset(X,K);subset_set(X,L). 
l h  === ...... End of computation of Minimal Sums ===== ...... == .... ============ . . . .  == 
union([],X,X):-!. 
union([XIR],Y,Z):-member(X,Y),!,union(R,Y,Z). 
union([XIR],Y,[XlZ]):-union(R,¥,Z). 
eomplement(A,[],A):-!. I* complemen5 A \ B *I 
complement(I],_,[]):-!. 
complement([XIA],B,C):-member(X,B),!,complement(A,B,C),!. 
complement([XIA],B,[XIC]):-complement(A,B,C). 
subset(A,A). I* check if B is a subset of A *l 
subset([],A). 
subset(B,A):-B=[BllB2],member(BI,A),subset(B2,A). 
if_incld(A,[BIC]):-subset(B,A);if_incld(A,C). 
append([],M,X):-!. 
append([AIB],C,[AID]):-append(B,C,D). 
l* if A includes any element*/ 
I* of [BIC]. *I 
member(X,[Xl_]):-!. 
member(X,[ IY]):-member(X,Y). 
no~(P):-call(P),!,fail. 
nob(P). 
4. EXAMPLES 
In this section we present a number of  examples taken from Ref. [2]. The results are presented 
exactly in the form printed b.~ Boolean.pro run on a Vax II '780 UNH PROLOG 1.3. 
Examph' I 
Example 2 
Example 3 
'?. - qa.  
• " 'x  1'2 + .~, ' - '  4 -  x i ' z '  + .v ' 1"  - + x '  vz " ' .  
pr ime impl i cants  = yx ,  .1' ' x  ', z 1', .~ ' : '  
min sum = vx +. l "X  + x ' -  
= VA" 4- |' \ 9-.-- |' 
?. --  qa .  
• "xv '+ xv : '+  x 'vz""  
prime implicants = v'v. : "x, y:" 
min sum = v'x + v :  
?. - qa .  
. "'xv +y ' t  + xvz '+ xv 'z t " ' .  
prime implicants = t.v , - 'y, t: ', zx, .vx, tx 
rain sum = tl" 4- - 'v  + :x  
Example 4 
. -  qa. 
. "'xyzl" + xy 'z t '  4 -xv 'x ' t '  + xv 'z ' t  +. \ "v 'z t  + x'v'-_t' 4- x 'v ' z ' t '  + x 'vz ' t " ' .  
prime implicants = t 'zx, z 'v 'x ,  :v 'x ' ,  x ' t ' - '  t',v' 
min sum = t ' zx  + z ' v 'x  4- : v  'x '  4- x "t ":' 
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Example 5 
. - -  qa. 
• "xvzt '+  x t "z t '+  xv 'z ' t '+  x 'v ' z t '+  x 'yz t  + x'vzt"  +.~"yz't'" 
prime impl icants  = y ' t  'x, tvx '  t 'z. yx ' z  
min sum = | , ' l  ' x  + l i ,X' + l '..- 
Example 6 
. -  qa. 
• "'.~.'1'2l - t - .Yyz ' l  -t-.v.V'Zl' -[- .vv'z'[ '  - ( -x 'v 'Z ' l '  -b .Y'VZl q- x ' t ' l '  q- x'.v2 '1' - t -x 'vz ' l " .  
pr ime impl icants  = t'v'.v, tv. v ' t 'z ' ,  x 'y ,  t ' z 'x '  
min sum = t 'v 'x  + tt' + x't '  + t ' z 'x '  
= l 'v 'x  -.}- l|" + t"l.7' + x ' l "  
Example 7 
Example 8 
- qa .  
?. - qa .  
• " t " t '+  t"- '  + vz t+ x 'v ' z t " .  
pr ime impl icants = z 'y ' ,  t ' : ,  y 't ', y 'x '  
min sum = - 'v '  + t 'z  +y 'x '  
"'xvzt'  + xt ' : t  + xv ' : l  + xv ' : t  + x t "z ' t  + x ' .v ' : t '  + x 'v : t  + ~"vzt' + x 'vz t '  + 
X'I'2 '1". 
pr ime impl icants  = t "z, tv 'x.  vx ', -y 'x ,  z ' tx,  yz ' t  
min sum=t 'z+yx '+zv 'x+z ' tx  
= t ' z  + IV 'X  +. t 'x '+  l 'z ' t  
Example 9 
?. -- qa. 
• "" t' ' : t  + xz t "  + xy  'z "'" 
pr ime imp[icants = tz.t' ", t ' :x, y 'x 
min sum = pr ime sum 
Example I0 
? - qa. 
: " ' xv '  + .v ' - '  -I- . ',tl '2l ' -t- A" | "Z I  " "  
prime implicants = y 'x ,  tz 'x', .v'tz '. t 'zx, t "zv' 
min sum = v 'x  + lZ x '  + t 'zx + l 'zv '  
Example I I 
?. - qa. 
• "xv :  + xv ' : '+  xy -  + x 'v :  + x 'v : " "  
pr ime impl icants = .t"x, x'y,  xz, y:  
min sum=v'x+x 'v+v:  
: I "X  + X ' I '  -P .V2 
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